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The stunning new emotional drama from ebook phenomenon Dani
Atkins, author of Fractured.There were many things that might have

changed the eventual outcome of that night. Four people. Two
marriages. One night to decide their past, present and future. This is
the story of Ally and Charlotte, whose paths have intersected over
the years though theyve never really been close friends. Charlotte
married Allys ex and first true love, David. Fate is about to bring

them together one last, dramatic time and change their lives forever.
Full of Danis signature warmth and emotion, this is a gripping and
emotional family drama. With breath-taking plot twists, Dani

explores themes of serendipity, friendship and love. What would you
do if your husband was the love of somebody elses life? And when
faced with an agonising decision, could you put the past behind you
and do the right thing? Fans of Me Before You will love this Patricia
ScanlanWhat readers are saying about Our Song ';This novel is a
well-told, beautiful and moving one' Natalie Salvo ';This is easily

one of the best books I have ever read, and I don't say that often! The
story and the characters have really got under my skin and I just

know I'll be thinking about it over the coming days' thelunamayblog



';Full of Danis signature warmth and emotion, this is a gripping and
emotional family drama With breath-taking plot twists, Dani

explores themes of serendipity, friendship and love' Fabulous Book
Fiend ';Our Song is gut-wrenchingly beautiful. A story that will

haunt you for days afterwards' Dreaming with Open Eyes
';Absolutely fantastic' Stardust Book Reviews ';A suspenseful,
emotive story which would move even the stoniest heart Her

characters are warm and human, and that's what makes a good story'
writing.ie ';Tender, romantic and poignant, Our Song hooks readers
with a clever premise and keeps them captivated with a slow but
steady reveal of the story behind the story' Write Note Reviews
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